20 1. The quantification of complex morphological patterns typically involves comprehensive shape 21 and size analyses, usually obtained by gathering morphological data from all the structures 22 that capture the phenotypic diversity of an organism or object. Articulated structures are a 23 critical component of overall phenotypic diversity, but data gathered from these structures are 24 difficult to incorporate in to modern analyses because of the complexities associated with 25 jointly quantifying 3D shape in multiple structures.
geometric morphometrics because it allows a more comprehensive exploration of morphological diversity through the gathering of shape data from complex 3D structures.
Methodology 105
this object has an axis starting from p ( and ending at p ' . Our goal is to rotate these points via a rigid motion so that the axis on which these two points sit is either on the , or -axis in ℝ , . Rotation of 109 vectors in ℝ , is a well-known and easily resolved problem, and various formalisms exist in geometry.
110
Thus, we translate our set of points P so that p ( maps to the origin (0, 0, 0). This is a simple 111 transformation defined by: 112 1 0 = p 0 = p 0 − p ( 113 Note that the axis = span 1, 0, 0 , = span 0, 1, 0 , = span 0, 0, 1 , where 114 each of the generating vectors are unit. Let us fix our desired axis to which we rotate the object to be 115 = span where = (1, 0, 0), or = (0, 1, 0), or = (0, 0, 1). Since we have translated points 116 {p < } and vectors correspond to positions, we are simply looking to rotate the vector ' to , and each 117 other vector as a rigid motion with respect to this rotation. There are a number of ways to do this, but 118 the simplest way is to consider the plane spanned by ' and , and then to rotate by the angle between 119 ' and within this plane ( Fig. 2c,d ). Such a rotation is done via rotating on the axis to the plane, 120 which is determined by a normal vector to this plane.
121
Let us describe this set-up slightly more generally. For two vectors , ∈ ℝ , , the axis to the plane 122 spanned by these two vectors is determined by a unit normal to the plane (there are two choices due to 123 orientation), which we denote by ( , ):
where × is the cross product. The angle between these vectors is then given by ∠( , ): 
135
Getting back to our original problem, we set = ' and = , and then we have the rotated points:
where ' , 0 is the action of the matrix ' , on the vector 0 .
138
It may be necessary to introduce a further constraint in the rotation. For instance, suppose = 0, 1, 0 139 and there is a point W , now rotated to W via the method we describe, which should lie in the -axis.
140
That is, we need to further rotate W to a point W P = * , * , 0 . To do this, we simply rotate in the axis , These two GM data sets (radioulna and humerus) will be rotated on different rotation axes in 169 order to conform the aimed angle between them. This process is not exclusive to two neighbouring 170 structures, and thus, it could be performed for as many independent subunits as desired by choosing the 171 different angles among different rotation axes and all the translation processes. For more help on 172 importing the GM data sets please see Adams et al. (2014) , and the associated help files. Please note 173 that this method also works for semi-landmarks as long as they have been equidistantly positioned prior 174 to the translation and the rigid rotation. The same process is needed for the second example dataset In order to fix a rotation axis in a structure we first need to select in our data set two suitable 194 landmarks for each structure which the rotation axis will go through: landmarks A and B (for the first 195 structure), and landmarks D and E (for the other structure). In the radioulna data set from example A, 196 landmark A is the landmark in the 1 st position and landmark B is in the 10 th position. Similarly, for the
Rotating
In the rotation step, we will use the function simple.rotation() in order to rigidly rotate the two land.c=17, land.d=52, land.e=19, land.f=107, angle = 90)
225
The input datasets data.1 and data.2 correspond to the two translated datasets (in this case 226 translated_radioulna and translated_humerus. We then use the selected landmarks as explained in the 227 previous section. Finally, we include the angle (in degrees) that we would like to use to position the 228 two structures to one another. One of the options of the function simple.rotation() is to select the 229 desired angle between the two structures so that we can perform the rigid rotation of each structure 230 positioning them in the selected angle in relation to each other. In order to do so we use the internal 231 function vector.angle(), by providing the desired angle in degrees (from 0° to 360°. The function 232 vector.angle() will return angle.v, a vector that forms that angle with the vector (1, 0, 0). In the 233 example data set in ShapeRotator we rotate the coordinates from the two bones so that they form an 234 angle of 90° degrees to each other:
235
New_vector <-vector.angle (90) 236 So that New_vector = c(0, 1, 0). Thus we could check the vector that the function 237 simple.rotation() will use, based on the input angle. The output from the function simple.rotation() is a 238 3D array with the two joined data sets (data.1 and data.2). Please note that the two datasets are joined 239 based on their associated specimen names (dimnames). Thus, the order of the specimens in each dataset 240 is not important, as long as all the cases match perfectly between the two datasets in the same 241 specimen. If there are extra specimens for one of the datasets or the names do not match properly, 242 simple.rotation() will not include them in the output rotated joined dataset.
243
As explained in the previous section, the function used for the rotation step for example B needs 244 four landmarks for each structure instead of three, as it is a more complex articulation that will need to as internally running separate rotations per structure on top of the final rotation. We will use step we will be using the function writeland.tps() in the R package geomorph (Adams & Otárola-
Other applications 281
Our method is an important addition to the tool kit of the geometric morphometrics field. It will 282 facilitate the analyses of compound 3D morphological datasets in geometric morphometrics analyses 283 but will also be useful outside of this field as it can be applied to any method that uses 3D coordinates.
284
The examples of applications are numerous in different fields of study, such as biology, anthropology, 285 palaeontology, medical sciences, archaeology, and engineering. For example, in evolutionary biology,
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ShapeRotator would allow analyses of multiple or articulated hard structures (such as different 287 segments of an exoskeleton, different articulated bones, or neighbouring plant structures, among 288 others), different structures from the same object or organism (e.g. different and not adjacent body 289 parts), or pieces from damaged specimens. In medicine and veterinary science it could be used to 290 examine shape and size variation in different organisms' growth due to different nutritional treatments 291 or to examine how different structures respond to injuries or surgery. It would be useful in 292 palaeontology or archaeology when trying to quantify shape of different objects or organisms that 293 might have been preserved in disarticulated pieces. Finally, we would like to include a word of caution 294 on how the angle chosen between different sub-structures could produce different results. As common-295 sense would suggest, the angle chosen should always be within the range of angles possible for that 296 complex object, but in some cases it might be necessary to perform the GM analysis on more than one 297 angle to be sure that the results do not differ. In other cases it might even be better to analyses sub- 
